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Written in simple, straightforward language, this volume provides the background in the basic scientific principles which
complement the skills developed by a specific educational or technical program.

For example, atomic and nuclear physics studies matter on the smallest scale at which chemical elements can
be identified. The physics of elementary particles is on an even smaller scale since it is concerned with the
most basic units of matter; this branch of physics is also known as high-energy physics because of the
extremely high energies necessary to produce many types of particles in particle accelerators. On this scale,
ordinary, commonsense notions of space, time, matter, and energy are no longer valid. Classical mechanics
approximates nature as continuous, while quantum theory is concerned with the discrete nature of many
phenomena at the atomic and subatomic level and with the complementary aspects of particles and waves in
the description of such phenomena. The theory of relativity is concerned with the description of phenomena
that take place in a frame of reference that is in motion with respect to an observer; the special theory of
relativity is concerned with relative uniform motion in a straight line and the general theory of relativity with
accelerated motion and its connection with gravitation. Both quantum theory and the theory of relativity find
applications in all areas of modern physics. Loosely speaking, the laws of classical physics accurately describe
systems whose important length scales are greater than the atomic scale and whose motions are much slower
than the speed of light. Outside of this domain, observations do not match predictions provided by classical
mechanics. Albert Einstein contributed the framework of special relativity , which replaced notions of absolute
time and space with spacetime and allowed an accurate description of systems whose components have speeds
approaching the speed of light. Later, quantum field theory unified quantum mechanics and special relativity.
General relativity allowed for a dynamical, curved spacetime , with which highly massive systems and the
large-scale structure of the universe can be well-described. General relativity has not yet been unified with the
other fundamental descriptions; several candidate theories of quantum gravity are being developed.
Mathematics and ontology are used in physics. Physics is used in chemistry and cosmology. Prerequisites
Mathematics provides a compact and exact language used to describe the order in nature. This was noted and
advocated by Pythagoras , [48] Plato , [49] Galileo , [50] and Newton. Physics uses mathematics [51] to
organise and formulate experimental results. From those results, precise or estimated solutions are obtained,
quantitative results from which new predictions can be made and experimentally confirmed or negated. The
results from physics experiments are numerical data, with their units of measure and estimates of the errors in
the measurements. Technologies based on mathematics, like computation have made computational physics an
active area of research. The distinction between mathematics and physics is clear-cut, but not always obvious,
especially in mathematical physics. Ontology is a prerequisite for physics, but not for mathematics. It means
physics is ultimately concerned with descriptions of the real world, while mathematics is concerned with
abstract patterns, even beyond the real world. Thus physics statements are synthetic, while mathematical
statements are analytic. Mathematics contains hypotheses, while physics contains theories. Mathematics
statements have to be only logically true, while predictions of physics statements must match observed and
experimental data. The distinction is clear-cut, but not always obvious. For example, mathematical physics is
the application of mathematics in physics. Its methods are mathematical, but its subject is physical. Every
mathematical statement used for solving has a hard-to-find physical meaning. The final mathematical solution
has an easier-to-find meaning, because it is what the solver is looking for. Physics is also called "the
fundamental science" because the subject of study of all branches of natural science like chemistry,
astronomy, geology, and biology are constrained by laws of physics, [53] similar to how chemistry is often
called the central science because of its role in linking the physical sciences. Structures are formed because
particles exert electrical forces on each other, properties include physical characteristics of given substances,
and reactions are bound by laws of physics, like conservation of energy, mass, and charge. Physics is applied
in industries like engineering and medicine. An applied physics curriculum usually contains a few classes in
an applied discipline, like geology or electrical engineering. It usually differs from engineering in that an
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applied physicist may not be designing something in particular, but rather is using physics or conducting
physics research with the aim of developing new technologies or solving a problem. The approach is similar to
that of applied mathematics. Applied physicists use physics in scientific research. For instance, people
working on accelerator physics might seek to build better particle detectors for research in theoretical physics.
Physics is used heavily in engineering. For example, statics , a subfield of mechanics , is used in the building
of bridges and other static structures. The understanding and use of acoustics results in sound control and
better concert halls; similarly, the use of optics creates better optical devices. An understanding of physics
makes for more realistic flight simulators , video games , and movies , and is often critical in forensic
investigations. With the standard consensus that the laws of physics are universal and do not change with time,
physics can be used to study things that would ordinarily be mired in uncertainty. It also allows for
simulations in engineering which drastically speed up the development of a new technology. Research
Scientific method Physicists use the scientific method to test the validity of a physical theory. By using a
methodical approach to compare the implications of a theory with the conclusions drawn from its related
experiments and observations, physicists are better able to test the validity of a theory in a logical, unbiased,
and repeatable way. To that end, experiments are performed and observations are made in order to determine
the validity or invalidity of the theory.
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Physics for technical education by Dale Ewen starting at $ Physics for technical education has 1 available editions to
buy at Alibris.

Suggested Options for a Homeschool Physics Curriculum written by: From a light approach for younger
children, to college level courses, you can provide a thorough homeschooling physics education. Learning
about physics helps students better understand the physical world and some of the advanced sciences they may
encounter in higher education. This is an especially good choice for any student you have with a special
aptitude or interest in math and science. It can be used to introduce a child to physics or to begin a thorough
physics education for the science-oriented homeschooler. The course includes reading, experiments and
activities. A teacher guide is available to help implement the program. Kits that include all of the needed
material can be purchased. Noeo physics for homeschoolers covers 36 weeks of lessons. The course includes a
textbook, solutions manual, tests, and answer keys. Saxon uses their usual method in the physics
course--students learn a concept and gradually build on it. New topics are introduced with review of previous
material. It includes lessons. It can be used for science in high school homeschooling and is intended for use
during the 11th grade. The course should follow chemistry and trigonometry for better understanding and
covers one school year of material. The courses are lectures on DVD, ranging in length, with graphics, such as
3D animations. The courses are taught by some of the top professors from universities all over the United
States. Physics for Free also offers books available to download. Also try contacting your local school district
and ask what textbook they use. If you are interested in dual-credit enrollment for your homeschool student,
you can enroll them in a physics class at your local university or technical school. Another option for tricky
subjects like physics is hiring a local teacher or college student as a tutor.
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Note: Citations are based on reference standards. However, formatting rules can vary widely between applications and
fields of interest or study. The specific requirements or preferences of your reviewing publisher, classroom teacher,
institution or organization should be applied.

Learns independently, believes in their own need to evaluate and understand Takes what is given by
authorities teacher, text without evaluation Coherence Believes physics needs to be considered as a connected,
consistent framework Believes physics can be treated as separated facts or "pieces" Concept Stresses
understanding of the underlying ideas and concepts Focuses on memorizing and using formulas Reality link
Believes ideas learned in physics are useful in a wide variety of real-world contexts Believes ideas learned in
physics are unrelated to experiences outside the classroom Math link Considers mathematics as a convenient
way of representing physical phenomena Views the physics and the math as independent with no strong
relationship between them Effort Makes the effort to use information available to them to modify and correct
their thinking Does not use available information about their own thinking effectively Table 1: Dimensions of
student "expectations. Unfortunately, we have seen that, on the average, the percentage of students with
favorable attitudes tends to deteriorate as a result of traditional instruction. We presented our survey to a group
of expert physics instructors and asked them to choose the answers they would like their students to give. We
refer to a student opinion that agrees with the expert polarity as favorable and to one that disagrees as
unfavorable. In our study of student expectations, we find that after three semesters of traditional instruction in
calculus-based physics, half of our engineering physics students agree with the following statement from the
MPEX survey: All I learn from a derivation or proof of a formula is that the formula obtained is valid and that
it is OK to use it in problems. Our instructors carefully present critical derivations in lecture. They use them to
show the applicability of the resulting formula and its relation with fundamental principles. Their view of what
they expect to get out of the class is the use of formulas, not an understanding of the limitations of those
formulas or the relation of the formula to fundamental principles and concepts. Building Research-Based
Curricula In response to the elucidation of specific student difficulties learning introductory physics, a number
of physicists have produced curricula that specifically focus on teaching more effectively. In building these
research-based curricula, developers combine two elements. They use their understanding, learned from PER,
as to what difficulties students really face. These are combined with educational structures and environments
influenced by scholars of education and cognitive psychology who find that most students learn more
effectively in active-engagement environments in which social interaction takes place. Detailed descriptions of
many research-based curricula may be found in the second volume of the Proceedings of the International
Conference on Undergraduate Education. Lectures are usually presented by a faculty member with little or no
student participation. Lectures may include demonstrations and the modeling of the solution of sample
problems. Recitations are often presented by teaching assistants TAs. They may answer student questions, but
the activity tends to have the TA modeling solutions to the problem on the board. Students rarely participate
actively. At the University of Washington, Lillian McDermott and her collaborators have developed a
replacement for the recitation in traditional introductory classes called tutorials. In these worksheets, students
are led to make predictions and compare various lines of reasoning in order to build an understanding of basic
concepts. TAs serve as "facilitators" rather than as lecturers. Help with textbook problems is available in
extended office hours. In addition to a lecturer, this model requires approximately one facilitator contact hour
per week for 15 students. Interactive computer-based tutorial on force and motion. Students are up and around
and actively participating in this classroom lesson where a motion sensor is used to provide real time graphs of
position and velocity. They are led by an activity guide to build fundamental concepts and laws through
guided observation and discovery. This model requires an instructor and an assistant such as a student who has
successfully completed the class for about 30 students for 6 contact hours per week. Note that in tutorials, only
one hour per week is changed, while the lecture, lab, and text remain traditional. In Workshop Physics, the
entire course structure is modified. Evaluating Research-Based Curricula At the University of Maryland, we
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have recently completed a project studying the results of one semester of calculus-based physics in three
educational environments: We evaluated the effectiveness of conceptual learning with a variety of tools
including detailed student interviews, open-ended examination problems, and multiple-choice diagnostics.
While each method provides different insights, the results of the different probes have been consistent. For
brevity, in this section we will focus on the results obtained with the FCI. It should be noted that while
coverage is comparable to a traditional course, tutorials, Workshop Physics, and many other innovative
learning environments emphasize conceptual learning. However, the concepts covered on the FCI such as
acceleration and force are widely recognized as universally important to learning introductory mechanics. One
might be concerned that the extra effort spent on concepts in the research-based courses might be at the cost of
other learning goals, such as problem solving. However, student problem solving skills and expectations in
research-based learning environments are as good or better than in the traditional classes. He collected FCI
reports before pre and after post instruction from more than students in 62 introductory physics classes. In our
study at the University of Maryland, we collected pre and post FCI scores in a calculus-based physics course
both in a traditional class with recitations and the identical class but with tutorials. During a 5-year span, about
half of the lecture classes were done in each mode, with students not being aware beforehand which model
was to be used. We collected matched data from a total of students with ten different lecturers. Seven classes
were done with recitations and nine with tutorials. The FCI was administered as an ungraded quiz during the
first and last week of the course. We display the fractional gain in Fig. Two of the lecturers taught in both
modes. These instructors found that their classes h factor improved by more than 0. We extended our study to
more than matched students at 7 additional institutions, including a number who were introducing the
Workshop Physics curriculum. Our results show a Hake factor of 0. These results are displayed in Fig. While
it is encouraging that higher gains are possible, it is important to recognize that they are still much less than
one. It is clear that student performance is better after going through research-based learning environments
than it is after going through traditional learning environments. We used the MPEX survey to probe the
distribution and changes in student cognitive attitudes. Based on the results from more than students from 6
colleges and universities, it is clear that many students come into physics with unfavorable views about the
nature of learning physics. More worrisome is that these views tend to deteriorate after a traditional semester
of university physics. After one semester of instruction in mechanics, almost no traditional or tutorial classes
showed improvement in any of the variables. Indeed, the overall average of pre-post matched students at 3
large research universities deteriorated by about 1 s after one semester of instruction. However, it does appear
that in certain modified learning environments student views do evolve to be more favorable. In the Workshop
Physics classes we studied, students showed a 2. This is displayed in Fig. In this plot, the percentage of
students agreeing with the favorable response is plotted on the abscissa, and the percentage giving unfavorable
responses is plotted on the ordinate. Results were determined using the MPEX survey given at the beginning
and end of the first semester of introductory calculus-based physics at Dickinson College Workshop Physics
[WP] and three large research universities [LRU] traditional or tutorial. Conclusion Over the past two decades,
an increasing number of physicists have been turning their research attention to problems of physics
education. About one dozen physics education research programs now exist in research physics departments
around the country. A physics department benefits from the development of more effective teaching methods
tuned to their particular situation, and by building links to other physics education researchers. In this article
we have discussed the findings of the physics education research community on two of the elements students
need to master in order to become expert solvers of complex problems: This is by no means the whole story.
Additional research is still needed on many topics, including: But the by-now large body of physics education
research reference 2 cites more than items has provided many solid and surprising insights that can help
physics instructors improve their judgments about what is happening in their own classrooms. This research
has led to a variety of curricular tools and techniques that can help instructors deliver more effective
instruction see reference But what is perhaps most important is that the dialog within the physics community
on what is effective in instruction is now well begun. We would like to thank all of the members of the
Physics Education Research Group at the University of Maryland for their contributions to the research
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described in this paper. This paper benefited from the useful comments from the members of the physics
education research groups at the Universities of Maryland and Washington. What was Dirk really thinking
about light after successfully completing introductory calculus-based physics? In order to find out, I showed
Dirk a small bulb, a piece of cardboard with a rectangle cut out, and a sheet of paper. Dirk drew a picture of
perpendicular sine curves and called one the "electric flux" and the other the "magnetic part. We interviewed
48 students who had finished introductory calculus-based physics. Most were among the best in the class.
Students were asked to make predictions and explain their reasoning. In accounting for their predictions, about
half of the students had some sort of spatial interpretation of the amplitude of light. The figures show two
examples. Most of the other students did not do as well as these two. This type of research has guided the
development of tutorials. Students build an understanding of the different models they are using, and consider
both the values and limitations of the models. There is an emphasis on reasoning required for the development
and application of important concepts and principles. In some lecture classes at the University of Maryland,
tutorials have replaced the traditional quantitative recitation sections. Students hold contradictory views at the
same time. One of my better students came to my office after the exam and was very upset. She expressed her
confusion about which of two colliding vehicles felt the greater force, a small car, or a large truck and reported
that she had changed her answer numerous times during the exam. Hilborn, "Revitalizing undergraduate
physics - Who needs it? For a comprehensive overview and set of references, see L. Shaffer, "Research as a
guide for curriculum development: An example from introductory electricity. Investigation of student
understanding," Am. McDermott, "Research as a guide for curriculum development: Design of instructional
strategies," Am. Sabella, "Performance on multiple-choice diagnostics and complementary exam problems,"
Phys. McDermott, "The challenge of matching learning assessments to teaching goals:
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President Trump has signed legislation that updates the Department of Education's $ billion Career and Technical
Education (CTE) program. The new law expands support for integrating STEM education into CTE efforts and
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